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Why is PE so Important?
PE stands for Price Earnings ratio. It is the standard for
measuring valuation of the stock market. Simply put, it is
the relationship between earnings and the price of the
stock market. The higher the PE Ratio, the more an
investor is paying for each dollar of earnings. The lower
the PE, the less an investor pays for each dollar of earnings.
High PE Ratios are considered overvalued, low PE Ratios
are considered undervalued. This is important because
there is a relationship between the future performance
of the stock market and PE Ratios. Stock markets tends
to top out when PE Ratios are high and bottom when they
are low. (The 2 charts utilize data from Shiller's online
data. PE10 refers to cyclically adjusted PE Ratio developed
by Robert Shiller. It is also known as CAPE and Shiller's
PE.)
The first chart illustrates just how important PE's are to
the market. Peak PE10's tend to correspond to peaks in
the market. Low PE10's tend to correspond with market
lows.
Just how important are PE's to performance? The second
chart gives the average rate of return 1 year after various
PE10s and 5 years after various PE10s. (Data is from 1881
to the present.) PE10's under 10 have averaged double
digit returns. PE10's over 15 have averaged low single
digit returns.
Historically, market lows have had PE10s well below 10.
The low in 2009 was only 13.32, more than double
previous PE10 lows. This is one main reason we have
been cautious for the past 6 years, the market never went
down to a typical low valuation.
Before the crash in 2008, the PE10 was just over 27.00.
Why are we at Cornerstone so concerned about the
market today? Because the PE10 recently hit 26.99. This
is not a good sign. This is why we are especially cautious
now. PE10's at this level have usually lead to significant
market declines. Since the low in 2009 never really got to
historically "cheap" levels, we are concerned the market
will do what it failed to do in 2009, drop to PE10 levels
below 10. (This translates to deep declines for the market
and long term under-performance for those that try to
ride it out.)
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